Fellow forum members,
How often have you found you needed to find something and no matter what you seemed to
try, you could not get a webpage, Shopsmith or other, to find what you are looking for.
I know this information is known by some folks, and yet no one ever clued others in to the free
tools you have available to significantly change your ability to find things, almost any thing
I think we all go to http://www.shopsmith.com/ss_forum/index.php and type in something in
the Search Box and work from those results to seek an answer.
We do this every day, with hundreds of web sites other than Shopsmith, and they all have from
time to time failed to find what we were seeking.
Searches inside web pages from their internal Search Boxes are more often limited by historical
searches, and even slightly changing the words can result in no results, or results without all the
records you would like to have been included, that are relevant.
What if I could use the powerful search capabilities of Google Search, but limit the scope of
what it searches from everything else on earth, to just Shopsmith Forum Posts, or Microsoft
Tech Support, or just about anywhere else. The answer is that we can.
Searching Shopsmith forums and Searching Shopsmith.com produce different results.

Check out the graphic examples on the pages that follow and I believe you may find a wealth of
help finding almost anything
In a recent post, someone was discussing the challenges of finding the part number for a 510
rip fence as an example. I will use that item for my search methods.

I will search first with the Search Box inside Shopsmith.com then the Search Box inside
Shopsmith.com / then by using Google.com Search Box.
Next, by using Google.com Search Box but limiting the results searched to ONLY Shopsmith.com
website
If you wish to search from something in just the forums, you can search just
Shopsmith.com/ss_forum/
Good Luck!
Everett

The Results

The Results

The Results

So what was returned on Google?
The Blue Framed results returned the actual 505 / 510 Rip Fence Assembly Parts list with an active Buy
Button for 514378 at 161.51.

The Gray Framed results returned the actual 505 / 510 Rip Fence Assembly Parts Diagram with a hot link
that takes you to the Parts List above where you order.

Google Search produced more direct results and weighted the two most relevant of the top three of the
almost 163,000 results it produced in 4 tenths of a second.
What if I re-phrased the results to restrict the search to Shopsmith.com or to the Forums? It produced
11,800 results and all of the top ones totally relevant.

The Results

You can use these techniques on almost any website to produce highly refined results, then select
images to find more refined results.
For example, I first searched for “restoring a greenie site:shopsmith.com/ss_forum” then selected
Images from the results returned. Those results resemble:

I hope I have provided you some additional methods to find not only what you are looking for related to
Shopsmith, but for anything you may be seeking information regarding. It can be really helpful
searching for a host of things like:

Good Luck, Everett

